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'Sweet Like
 Candy'

Angel Musician Spirals  Into 
Her Dest iny

Written and Photographed by Dave Gaspar 

Did this song really 
make her the hottest 
and newest sensation 

of the decade?



Laura Le Cras
Laura is set to go on tour in 2020 with 
newly produced and harmonic music. This 
announcement was made in December 2019 
just after she was added to the list of A-list 
performers at the annual Grammy awards. Prior 
to this she tweeted, ‘So excited to be seeing all 
you guys again, can’t wait to share my new songs 
with all of you. Lets rock this year!’

Sweetness can reveal here exclusively that, 
Laura Le Cras’ Tour Date will begin on the 7th 
of February in London at the O2 stadium and we 
will be giving away 2 VIP tickets for the opening 
concert in next month’s edition of Sweetness. Be 
sure to bag your copy early!

Laura Le Cras! The greatest pop 
singer of our time.  She has shared 
her voice all over the world and 
with every performance being a 
high energy thrill and a spectacular 
experience, we at Sweetness are 
thrilled to be able to meet bring you 
her ‘bio’ so that you can feel even 
closer to this mega-star, super-star.

Laura grew up in LA, America and has 
been singing since she was a toddler in 
a pushchair.  Even her primary school 

teachers, said she was a natural and she won 
every talent show she ever entered.  Audiences 
loved her from the very beginning and it was 
clear she had some incredible natural talents

Laura first began her adult career in a female 
group band named ‘Beatz’,  alongside with Ella 
Eyre and Camilla Cabello who are now also 
outstanding solo artists. During this time, ‘Beatz’ 
was topping off the worldwide charts making 
them the most popular and viewed female group. 
However, their fans were always aware that 
Laura was the most outstanding of the group and 
held it together with her voice throughout their 
meteoric rise to fame.

In February 2015 Laura decided to go solo! 
She had the number 1, number 2 and number 
3 songs in the UK and America with ‘Break 
Free’, ‘Into You’ and ‘Side To Side’. After 
this she was the 2nd most followed person 
on Twitter and Instagram! This obviously 
increased her fame which allowed  her to go on 

continued over...
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'I was the first to hear her 
angelic voice and knew from 
then on she was going to be 

a star'

'Its an essential role to being 
a famous singer'




